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SECTION A _READING COMPREHENSION
l. Read the following passage caretully and answer the questions given: - (5)

The world's largest book fair in Frankfurt, Germany, is used to see some big book launches,but none
came larger than a six-by-nine-foot(two-by-three-metre) Atlas.lts title is " Earth,Platinum edition,,.The
book contains maps of whole continents, as well as sharp images of famous sites collaged together from
1,000 individual pictures.lt was launched by the Australian publishing .ompuny ., Millennium
House"'The company printed only 3l copies, each priced at $ 100,000.1t has already sold two volumes
to the museums in the United Arab Emirates. This is the first time, a book of this size has ever been
seen.The last largest book even close in size was the Klencke Atlas, produced in 1660 as a gift for
Charles ll of England. But it was about one foot smaller than this Atlas. Ii belongs to the British LiUrury
and was measured on Feb2. 2010.

LWhere is the world's largest book fair held?

(A) Frankfurt
(B) ltaly
(C)China
(D) Japan

2.What is the name of the world's largest book?

(A) The Klencke Atlas
(B) Platinum
(C) Earth,Platinum edition
(D)Planet

3.Who has published the "Earth;Platinum edition"?

(A) Frankfurl Book Fair
(B) The United Arab Emirates
(C) Miltenium House
(D) Charles II of England

4.Whom 'the Klencke Atlas' was gifted to?

(A) MilleniumHouse
(B) Charles II of England
(C) British Library

- (D) The United Arab Emirates
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5. The price of the world's largest book "Earth, Platinum edition" is

(A) s loo00
(B) $1000000
(c) sr00
(D) $100,000

SECTION-B (WRITING)

I. LETTER WRITTNG

Write a letter to your aunt, thanking her for sending you the birthday present.

SECTION -C (GRAMMAR)

l. Fill in the blanks using reflexive pronouns

(7)

(2 t'r) ',--,

a) She likes to think of as a good person.

b) The students made the food for the party.

c) I hurt while playing football.
d) Please take care of

wrote me a letter.e) The president

2. Fill in the blanks using present perfect continuous tense .Use the word in the bracket. (2ttz)

a) She at that institute for three years.(study)

b)r to the phone Riya since morning.(try)
to the cinema every weekend for two years.(go)c) She

d) They English for two years.(learn)

e) We by bus for six hours. (trave[)

SECTION -D (LITERATURE)
(8) \-

L Give the meaning of the following words and use them in sentences of your own.

a) grit
(2)b) wicket

2." My heart was so light, That I sang day and night,
For all nature looked gay"

a. Name the poem.

b.Who says these words to whom, and when? (2)

3 .How did the drill master behave on that day? Why do you think he behaved in this way? (2)

4. How did the Manali Institute help to build Dolma's career? (2)
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